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hank you for making our 50th anniversary a grand affair.”
Dorothy and Aaron Braude
Grass Valley, Ca.

hank you for the beautiful and relaxing
music you provided for the YWI membership party. You’re not only tremendously talented and professionally prepared,
you have a genius for selecting a program
that is just right for the occasion.”
Lila Miner
Yuba Watershed Institute

I

think it was obvious to you, as well as
everybody else, that the reception was a
huge success-- lasting long into the night.
That was just what our daughter and sonin-law had hoped. The evening was just
delightful, and your music was an enormous contribution.”
Deborah and Howard Stone
Nevada City, Ca.

W

hat you did was just right--a good
selection of music performed with
brio, skill and a sense of fun. We all
enjoyed it immensely and we are grateful
to you for taking the time and trouble to be
with us.”
Ed Klinglehofer
North Gold Senior Mountaineers

T

hank you so much for making our wedding a beautiful day. Your music was
definitely the element for making a union
of everybody. Gillian and I felt so happy to
have you in the most important moment of
our lives. We, as artists, appreciate your
music-- the most deep and original expressions that we’ve ever heard before.”
Gillian and Octavio
Sacramento, Ca.

udi’s life has been filled with music.
Born into a musical family, and named
after Ludwig Van Beethoven, Ludi
(Ludwig) started playing trombone professionally when he was sixteen years old. He
was trained by principal trombonist
Bernard Schneider of the St. Louis
Symphony, and was a scholarship student
at Berklee College in Boston. Ludi has also
recently studied Raga with Terry Riley. He
has performed with Dijeridoo master
Steven Kent, jazz chanteuse Yve Evans, and
juggling wizards Flying Karamazov
Brothers. His journeys have been to Egypt,
Bali and Greece, and recently returned from
a performance in Japan with poet Gary
Snyder. He has backed Chuck Berry and
Mel Torme. Ludi delights audiences with
his range of instrumentation and styles and
tickles them with his personality. He continues to compose, perform and teach his
many students from his home in the Sierra
Foothills.
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Ludi HinricHs
Joyous music tailored to
your occasion

Ludi and Karen Hinrichs
17451 Sumi Road
Nevada City, Ca., 95959
Phone: (530) 292-3112
Email: ludiandkaren@nccn.net
www.ludihinrichs.com

(530) 292-3112

inspiring~sensitive~thoughtful~joyous~engaging~adaptable~danceable~magical~romantic~skillful~creative~uplifting~moving~experienced~eclectic~heartfelt~enthusiastic

L

udi transforms
from a solo
instrumentalist to a
leader of a six
piece ensembleand anything in
between. Groups
can be composed
of flute, saxaphone, trombone, trumpet,
piano, bass, guitar, drums and
always vocals.

L

udi has thirty-eight years of experience as a professional musician,
composer and educator. He will bring
artistry, sensitivity and warmth: “I love
expressing through voice and piano-it
fills my soul with joy.”

A

dd the magic of intention to your
ceremony with Ludi’s talents.
Unique instrumentation available for
any event, utilizing gong, Australian
didgeridoo, conch shell, tamboura,
Balinese rangtang, voice and piano.

Y

ou will be provided with unique
music for your wedding reception,
party, anniversary, birthday or special
event.

T

he Hinrichs’ husband and wife
team bring experience and creativity to ceremonial planning, allowing you
to relax and enjoy the process and the
party.

H

onor your
ancestral
traditions with
inspirational
sounds and
enhance the
mood of your
event with
music’s subtlety
and grace.

A
Y

our music will be specifically tailored to your needs; songs may be
composed or arranged for the occasion.
Ludi’s range of vocal styles include ballads, scat singing, swing, raga, seasonal,
jazz and rhythm & blues.

wide variety of styles are available;
featuring Jazz, Swing, and Popular
Classics. Ask for your favorites!

Y

ou’ll recognize composers such as
Louis Armstrong, J.S. Bach, Dave
Brubeck, Ray Charles, Hoagy
Carmichael, Miles Davis, Duke
Ellington, Johnny Mercer, and Cole
Porter.

educator~multi-instrumentalist~ceremonial planner~composer~professional~improvisationalist~scat singer~entertainer~harmonizer~world traveler~joyous performer~artist

